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SHARING OF IDEAS

Your ideal webinar would include
• Specific strategies that have worked in a setting that I could adapt for my setting
• Links to recent research
• Something that I didn’t know before.
• An opportunity to hear a range of different ideas from different educational settings
• Interactive, case studies
• I would like clear strategies and examples 
• Practical ideas and suggestions.
• Ideas that are actionable vs 100 ideas that you leave overwhelmed and end up actioning little/nothing
• Practical examples / application of theory.
• Tried and tested strategies that can be implemented simply.
• My ideal webinar would be practices that work and why and what went horribly and why?
• Any differences between genders etc
• My ideal webinar would include hints and tricks
• Ideas that can easily be put into practice.
• Practical and realistic ways to improve T&L
• It would give me ideas to try
• It wouldn’t cost a lot of money
• Time to reflect 
• Workable examples and best practice in pedagogy
• Ideal webinar would include how to have the confidence to advise on T & L in a subject that I am not a specialist in
• Examples of structures and processes to underpin the development of T&L
• Different strategies to implement teaching and learning
• Strategies for T&L when we return to a remote classroom. 
• Images
• Lots of practical activities I can use with staff
• Relevant and good practice (short, quick ideas)
• Specific examples to try
• Interactive opportunities to reflect
• Sharing ideas
• Quick wins
• Quick take-away points that I can use quickly and easily during my CPD, e.g. videos or a picture that make a good point
• Opportunity to show how concepts can be stretched so not just a one-off
• Thinking time
• Pause points to check understanding and reflect.
• My ideal webinar would include modelling of an approach - both positives and negatives
• I would like to have some further reading material suggested and some tips for young teachers to implement 
• How to get consistency from staff
• Ideas that have a proven track record behind them
• Strategies to take back into school
• Practical modern tips to improve teaching.
• I would like some practical ideas to use in my school
• How to evaluate the effectiveness of teaching and learning across the school
• My ideal webinar would include examples of where things haven’t worked as well as where they have
• My ideal webinar would include practice that ideally is transferable into my day
• A variety of strategies for winning over colleagues



• Simple and well communicated ideas
• Give me some useful ideas to share with staff in my next team briefing 
• Some thinking about our new blended learning context as impacts T&L???#
• Chance to talk in smaller groups
• Discussion time, ideas that I can apply in different key stages
• Explicit model of how to deliver CPD
• Examples and anecdotes of when something has worked well
• A takeaway that I could use
• Something that excites me to try
• Ideas on how to assess the impact of CPD
• Practical ideas and sharing strategies. Consider impact in light of school context
• Ideas to encourage engagement with internal CPD
• Reflective and thought provoking, sharing ideas
• My ideal webinar would include some practical suggestions for effective CPD with a whole staff. Interactive and engaging activities
• Practical ideas that can be used with staff
• Strategies on difficult conversations
• Ideas to take back to school
• Practical ideas and less theory
• Expertise, practice, collaborationN

In the context of research what will you now Try, Refine, Ditch
• Try: getting more staff to lead on their trials 
• Refine: our coaching programme that was introduced last year
• I have always hated the phrase non-negotiable will ditch that. I much prefer visible consistencies.
• Try: To offer practical and useable examples informed by research
• Refine: Consider what works in the context of my school
• Ditch: An expectation that all research is relevant and accurate for our students
• Try top tips in manageable chunks
• That is a non-negotiable. I think we need to be careful not to criticise wording - it is semantics. 
• Try - Suggesting which previous research you think is now obsolete!
• Try- Summary of research vs giving the entire thing 
• Ditch large research docs shared
• Build in opportunities for colleagues to measure impact of research-led strategies being introduced - i.e. retrieval practice - and time to 

reflect on this to refine as part of CPD
• Look at how to empower colleagues further to enable wider range of staff to lead on features of T&L
• Try - linking the research to our context for practical applications
• Refine - using research in the why of the teaching of learning 
• Ditch - giving whole studies in a short space of time to read
• Try - encourage initiatives from colleagues 
• Refine - I will refine modelling and leading by example
• Ditch - non-negotiables
• Ditch - questioning myself when my gut tells me that the research is not right for my students
• Try undergoing more development myself, refine encouraging initiative, ditch too much observation
• Develop personalised reflection and personalised development
• guidance as opposed to policy
• Ditch- articles given to teachers to read
• Refine the use of strategies, specific
• Try to model new ideas in the classroom myself
• I am going to use blogs more
• Ditch large books unless recommended by teachers
• Refine the Teaching and Learning strategy for the school to include ‘house style’ rules for the starts of lessons.
• Try - experimenting - refine SLT coaching consistency - ditch a lack of trust
• Try: to use research for development of staff/debate on what we do - provoke
• Ditch ‘excess or overload’ of ‘popular’ research and focus on what is ‘most’ relevant in our context
• ‘Sharpen the saw’ with my own practice to ensure ‘ideas’ don’t become ‘my ideas’ but ‘our way’. 
• Invoke development sessions rather than ‘observations’ as an entitlement 
• Try - prioritising research that has greatest impact on student outcomes
• Refine - research for our own setting
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• Ditch - what to do as a starting point, and use the ‘why’ as our starting point. 
• Try - praising risk taking before we know whether the risk has paid off. 
• Refine - keeping abreast of change and latest research. 
• Ditch - too many top-down observations.
• Try - summaries relevant to subject and teacher
• Refine - pass research to selected individuals
• Ditch - lengthy papers
• Overall comment: I do still value teacher led research and this is a huge part of my teaching life, as I’m doing a TLR based project into 

girls attainment in science
• Try: to find pre-summarised research
• Refine - how I summarise research
• Ditch - asking teachers to be researchers
• When sharing research with others I will have tried it first to give context to “our students”
• Ditch sending out reports and expecting that staff will read them all
• Try - give the practicals from the research ‘what it looks like in my classroom’
• Refine - CPD session by explaining the WHY first
• Ditch - just giving book titles to read 
• Allow more opportunity for others to action research and feedback, then put together a tight implementation of successful ideas
• Ditch the term non negotiables
• Try: apply research in classroom
• Refine: teaching and learn group to refine
• Ditch: just presenting research without having it tried in our context
• I am going to ditch sending out articles and instead make the idea link to a classroom lesson that we are actually teaching currently.
• Try- highlight the importance of research evolving. 
• Refine- the level of research given to staff. Ditch- Bore off teachers who don’t value research!!
• Too easy to just grab a headline ... how can we make sure we think through the whole debate and read the detail
• Padlet would be a useful tool for sharing ideas in real time.
• Try- evaluate WALKTHRUS research- which are most appropriate for our school
• Try - applying research to OUR children and reflecting on whether it will work for US
• Engaging with small groups who can read research and try themselves. They can refine
• I might try to support other colleagues to help undertake their own classroom based research as I have recently completed an MA in 

Education and have an understanding of how research is carried out having done so
• myself
• Try more specific research tailored to the classroom
• Ditch general studies/research
• Ditch things you haven’t trialled yourself
• Encourage staff and initiative 
• Try - challenging colleagues for reliability of research when they use “the research says”

Reflect - what will I now Try, Refine and Ditch in the concept of my leadership of T&L. What do I think my priorities are and how do I 
think I lead and how much do I incorporate these characteristics
• Implement in first CPD in September, or whenever we are back, the activity
• Ditch reading too much
• Try: reading every lesson counts
• Refine: use the research to assess our current policies
• Ditch: things that don’t work anymore! 
• Try to do more CPL myself
•  Refine - the use of ‘non-negotiables
• Ditch - Un-necessary monitoring
• Refine our use of the non-negotiables
• Refine- waiting for strategy to be implemented consistently before giving more autonomy and being more ‘loose’
• Introduce Coaching system as we begin to ‘teach for mastery’ from September.
• Try – this activity
• Refine - effective questions to help with SOW developments 
• Try short- book next CPD session on this
• Refine- reinvigorate CPD library 
• Ditch- same CPD for all staff



• Try - starting the conversation – Enser mark activity
• Refine - research 
• Ditch - vague conversations in T&L
• Refine the reflection process i have planned - short term
• Try to use the reflection to empower staff to personalise their own learning
• Ditch prescriptive ways of addressing CPD with one size fits all
• Refine my teaching and learning priorities to meet the demands of our students after surviving this pandemic.
• Will try the activity 
• I am going to continue to read more widely during lock down so that I can return to school with more ideas to add to our T&L strategy.
• We are discussing what we will keep and ditch upon return. And we will push that - learnt so much for children and staff in shutdown
• Refine planned CPD sessions to ensure the follow the ‘golden circle’ model ensuring the ‘why’ is clear and understood at all levels.
• I believe a high degree of autonomy is incredibly important. ‘off the shelf’ teaching is incredible disengaging for the teacher and then 

the students. I also love discussion between departments to develop policies rather than just a set rule. 
• TRY-conveying the reasons behind tight but loose approach
• REFINE-language to include ‘visible consistencies’
• DITCH-Policy writing
• Be clear with staff in each CPD session the why we are doing things and the benefit it will have for children
• Ditch generic CPD to tick a box which has no impact
• Try - sending out precis of research 
• Refine - Identifying the purpose of CPD sessions
• Ditch - Focusing on what we do, instead focus on the why
• Try - different ways of monitoring T and L
• Refine - Learning communities to be more teaching and learning and research led with opportunities to put this into practice in the 

classroom
• Ditch - CPD for all - make it more bespoke
• I will use the information that you have provided to upskill myself
• I will then extend this and encourage a book club
• Ditch too much reading and talk all at once
• Try building relationships with HoDs to get a better idea of T&L priorities
• Ensure that the learning and experience of the students is always the no1 priority
• Priority: Modelling and leading by example. I need to create recall activities for our curriculum and ensure I do enough CPD myself
• During school closure, our school have over burdened us with 50 hours of CPD online courses and given a very short turnover. All on 

metacognition but this contradicts to all we have been told about cognitive load.
• Allow my staff to have the confidence to experiment freely
• Try: reading every lesson counts
• Refine: use the research to assess our current policies
• Ditch: things that don’t work anymore! 
• I am going to continue to read more widely during lock down so that I can return to school with more ideas to add to our T&L strategy.
• We are discussing what we will keep and ditch upon return. And we will push that - learnt so much for children and staff in shutdown
• Refine planned CPD sessions to ensure the follow the ‘golden circle’ model ensuring the ‘why’ is clear and understood at all levels.
• I believe a high degree of autonomy is incredibly important. ‘off the shelf’ teaching is incredible disengaging for the teacher and then 

the students. I also love discussion between departments to develop policies rather than just a set rule. 
• TRY-conveying the reasons behind tight but loose approach
• REFINE-language to include ‘visible consistencies’
• DITCH-Policy writing
• Be clear with staff in each CPD session the why we are doing things and the benefit it will have for children
• Ditch generic CPD to tick a box which has no impact
• Try - sending out precis of research 
• Refine - Identifying the purpose of CPD sessions
• Ditch - Focusing on what we do, instead focus on the why
• Refine - Learning communities to be more teaching and learning and research led with opportunities to put this into practice in the 

classroom
• Ditch - CPD for all - make it more bespoke
• I will use the information that you have provided to upskill myself. I will then extend this and encourage a book club
• Ditch too much reading and talk all at once
• Try building relationships with HoDs to get a better idea of T&L priorities
• Ensure that the learning and experience of the students is always the no1 priority
• Priority: Modelling and leading by example. I need to create recall activities for our curriculum and ensure I do enough CPD myself



• During school closure, our school have over burdened us with 50 hours of CPD online courses and given a very short turnover. All on 
metacognition but this contradicts to all we have been told about cognitive load.

• Allow my staff to have the confidence to experiment freely

What will you now do for your colleagues - what will you now Try, Refine, Ditch
• How difficult this is in the current climate - not knowing how to plan when we don’t know even if we will be able to deliver CPD in 

normal format next year
• Would really appreciate some thoughts on the current climate and how we lead on teaching and learning now!
• Short term is around refocusing on the WHY behind the school’s Teaching and Learning
• Grow- senior leaders supporting context
• Reinforced importance of clarity with staff about WHY we are doing an initiative. 
• TRY: ‘Components of an effective Maths lesson’ activity
• How do you get away from the same CPD for everyone at start of term?
• I will take research and turn this into a practical activity for the classroom and model this in small live classroom situations. Refine this 

from feedback from colleagues and students
• I am new to role, so this has been a great starting point for me.
• Insight: I’m not a T&L lead at the mo but a lot of this session has made me reflect on how the leadership and issues raised here are also 

relevant to nearly all management areas.
• I have created a to do list of the things that I need to do.
• I’d like to try pairing / grouping opposite individuals to share strengths and feedback on what they find
• From this session I have been inspired to invest in my own CPD in order to help promote the CPD of others. I have more clarity and 

confidence to lead on change and make sure others see the why in what we are trying to do.
• Encourage quadrant reflections
• It would have been useful if the key areas we needed to think about were on the powerpoint as this was just too quick!
• I feel like I need to go back over everything again.
• Read book suggestion. Like idea of a book club.
• A useful reminder to look as widely as possible at the available research and thinking.
• Short - Thinking about research differently and whether it works for us and our children. Medium - Using the quadrants to reflect on 

effectiveness. Long - Library and budget for T&L books
• Try Mark Enser’s idea to ascertain whether understanding of effective teaching strategies is consistent or not 
• Streamline the T&L demands
• Target CPD to needs rather than mass delivery
• I am going to encourage staff to take more ownership. I need to personally undertake more CPD. 
• Further refine how we are now getting staff talking about teaching and learning 
• I would use the activity with staff when they are reflecting on curriculum development. 
• Reflecting on how CPD is outworked in school effectively (relevant, timely and beneficial), and leading by example in terms of CPD
• Practical approaches to improving cpd. Will be trying @ensermark as soon as we get back.
• Ideas to challenge what I think
• Try collaboration to evaluate research in our context
• Reflect on what we do now; what needs to be the priority for the next phase of T&L & how will we get to a consensus?
• Great work - thought provoking and time to become systematic
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